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ABSTRACT
Refactoring is a well-known process to improve the code design of object-oriented programs. Recently, several literatures focus on refactoring with introducing design patterns
that are general repeated solutions to common problems in
software design. For making it easy to perform such refactoring, a lot of refactoring patterns are proposed. Each refactoring pattern includes a description of refactoring opportunities (i.e., when a software system should be performed
refactoring with introducing design patterns) and the corresponding procedure (i.e., how to perform refactoring with
introducing design patterns). However, the usefulness of
each refactoring pattern is not clearly assessed. This paper
describes our approach to assess the quality of refactoring
patterns for introducing design patterns and also shows the
assessment of open source software.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution, Maitenance,
and Enhancement—Restructuring, reverse engineering, and
reengineering; D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools
and Techniques—Object-oriented design methods; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features—Patterns
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introducing DPs can improve design quality of maintaining
software systems that lack of application of DPs[5, 8]. For
making it easy to perform such refactoring, Kerievsky proposed 27 refactoring patterns[5]. Each refactoring pattern
includes a description of refactoring opportunities (i.e., when
a software system should be performed refactoring with introducing DPs) and the corresponding procedure (i.e., how
to perform refactoring with introducing DPs).
However, the quality of each refactoring pattern is not clearly
assessed. We can not determine which refactoring patterns
should be given priority to apply. Also, we do not know
whether it is easy to apply each refactoring pattern.

P1 How many refactoring opportunities are involved in software systems?
P2 Is it easy to perform refactoring to those opportunities?

In this paper, we propose an approach based on above points
to assess the quality of refactoring patterns introducing DPs.
First of all, we brieﬂy explain about refactoring with introducing DPs. Then we propose a plan for assessing the
quality of such refactoring patterns and present an automated tool that identiﬁes opportunities for applying one of
the refactoring patterns described in Kerievsky’s book[5].
Finally, we show a case study of Open Source Software (OSS)
and discuss P1 and P2. In the case study, we identify such
opportunities in OSS by using that automated tool and perform refactoring to those opportunities.

1. INTRODUCTION
Refactoring[2] is the process of changing a software system
in such a way that it does not alter the external behavior
of the code yet improves its internal structure. Recently,
several literatures focus on refactoring with introducing Design Patterns (DPs)[3] that are general repeated solutions
to common problems in software design. Refactoring with

2.

REFACTORING WITH INTRODUCING
DESIGN PATTERNS

Kerievsky made a catalogue of refactorings introducing Design Patterns (DPs)[5]. His catalogue includes 27 pairs of a
description of a refactoring opportunity and the corresponding procedure for performing refactorings introducing a DP.
Here, as an example, we explain the refactoring is called
Introduce Polymorphic Creation with Factory Method described in his catalogue. The refactoring opportunity in his
catalogue is deﬁned as “Classes in a hierarchy implement a
method similarly except for an object creation step”. Similar
method can be called code clone[1, 4] or duplicated code[2].
Code clone is generally considered as one of factors that
make software maintenance more diﬃcult[1, 4].

junit::framework::TestCase

DOMBuilderTest

XMLBuilderTest

+testAddAboveRoot() : void

+testAddAboveRoot() : void

・・・
builder = new DOMBuilder(“orders”);
・・・

is closely related to the usefulness of a refactoring pattern for the system. Therefore, we assess the number
of refactoring opportunities in a software system. The
assessment requires an automated tool that identiﬁes
opportunities for refactoring. For our case study, we
have developed the tool that identiﬁes opportunities
for the refactoring described in section 2. The detail
of the tool is introduced in section 4.

・・・
builder = new XMLBuilder(“orders”);
・・・

Similar methods (Code clones)

• Ease of Refactoring: The major purpose of refactoring is to reduce maintenance cost[2]. Therefore, if
it is too costly to apply a refactoring pattern, it is not
desirable to perform the refactoring[6]. In our plan,
we assess the ease of applying each refactoring pattern. For each performed refactoring, we conﬁrm the
performed procedures other than which are described
in Kerievsky’s book[5].

(a) Before refactoring
junit::framework::TestCase
Factory Method: Creator

AbstractBuilderTest
#builder: OutputBuilder
#createBuilder(rootName : String) : OutputBuilder
+testAddAboveRoot() : void

・・・
builder = createBuilder(“orders”);
・・・

4.

Factory Method: ConcreteCreator
DOMBuilderTest

XMLBuilderTest

#createBuilder(rootName:String)
: OutputBuilder

#createBuilder(rootName:String)
: OutputBuilder

return new DOMBuilder(rootName);

return new XMLBuilder(rootName);

AUTOMATION OF IDENTIFYING OPPORTUNITIES

For our case study, we have developed the tool that identiﬁes opportunities for Introduce Polymorphic Creation with
Factory Method described in section 2.

(b) After refactoring
Figure 1: Introduce Polymorphic Creation with Factory Method

Figure 1 shows an example of the refactoring described in his
catalogue. As shown in Figure 1(a), the targets of the refactoring are test classes DOMBuilderTest and XMLBuilderTest
for DOMBuilder and XMLBuilder, respectively. Because target classes have similar methods except for an object creation step, they imply the opportunity for Introduce Polymorphic Creation with Factory Method. This refactoring is
comprised of following two steps.
Step1 As shown in Figure 1(b), a common superclass (AbstractBuilderTest) for the target classes is introduced,
and similar methods in the target classes are merged
into new method in the common superclass.
Step2 A Factory Method[3] is introduced in each of the
common superclass (AbstractBuilderTest) and the subclasses (DOMBuilderTest and XMLBuilderTest). Factory Method means a method is primarily intended to
create an object.
Because of removing code duplication and introducing Factory Method, it is easier to add new test class as a subclass
of AbstractBuilderTest than before.

3. ASSESSMENT PLAN

According to Kerievsky’s book, to identify code shown in
Figure 1(a), the automated method has to ﬁnd code that
satisﬁes the following conditions:
C1 Similar methods belong to classes have common parent
classes
C2 Only diﬀerence among similar methods is an object creation step
Figure 1 is a special case of Form Template Method Refactoring[2], thus we presented C1. C2 is presented for introducing Factory Method[3]. The automated tool judges those
conditions by the steps below.
Step1 Detect similar methods using a code clone detection
tool CCFinder[4].
Step2 Evaluate whether detected methods belong to classes
that have common superclasses and whether they include object creation statements.

5.

CASE STUDY

We present a case study as an example of implementing our
plan. In our case study, we identify Introduce Polymorphic
Creation with Factory Method in Open Source Software by
using the tool described in section 4, and then perform refactoring to those opportunities. The target software systems
are ANTLR, Ant and Azureus which are written in Java.

The aim of our plan is to assess the quality of each refactoring pattern introducing Design Patterns (DPs). In our plan,
we assess the following points for each refactoring pattern.

Table 1 shows the numbers of refactoring opportunities in
each target system. We could conﬁrm that a system, which
is comprised of relatively large number of classes, has a tendency to involve a lot of opportunities.

• Number of Refactoring Opportunities: The number of refactoring opportunities in a software system

Figure 2 shows the performed refactoring in ANTLR. This
refactoring needs for additional procedure other than that

CodeGenerator
CSharpCodeGenerator

CppCodeGenerator

#processActionFor
SpecialSymbols(...)

#processActionFor
SpecialSymbols(...)

JavaCodeGenerator
#processActionFor
SpecialSymbols(...)

・・・
antlr.actions.csharp.ActionLexer lexer =
new antlr.actions.csharp.ActionLexer(…);
・・・
・・・
antlr.actions.cpp.ActionLexer lexer =
new antlr.actions.cpp.ActionLexer(…);
・・・
・・・
antlr.actions.java.ActionLexer lexer =
new antlr.actions.java.ActionLexer(…);
・・・

Similar Methods
(Code Clones)

(a) Before refactoring
CodeGenerator
#createActionLexer(...)
: antlr.actions.OOActionLexer
#processActionFor
SpecialSymbols(...)
Factory Method:
ConcreteCreator
CSharpCodeGenerator

Factory Method: Creator
・・・
antlr.actions.OOActionLexer
lexer = createActionLexer(…);
・・・

CppCodeGenerator

JavaCodeGenerator

#createActionLexer(...) #createActionLexer(...) #createActionLexer(...)
return new
antlr.actions.csharp.ActionLexer(…);
return new antlr.actions.cpp.ActionLexer(…);
return new antlr.actions.java.ActionLexer(…);

(b) After refactoring
Figure 2: Refactoring in ANTLR

describe in Kerievsky’s book[5]. In Figure 2(a), three types
of the created objects (i.e. antlr.action.csharp.ActionLexer,
antlr.action.cpp.ActionLexer and antlr.action.java.ActionLexer)
do not have any common superclass or superinterface in target source code. In this situation, we can not introduce a
Factory Method in each class because it is not able to determine appropriate return type of each Factory Method. To
break this situation, we created the antlr.action.OOActionLexer
interface as the common superinterface of those types. Then
we introduced a Factory Method (i.e. createActionLexer)
that returns antlr.action.OOActionLexer in each class (Figure 2(b)).

6. DISCUSSION
Table 1: The target software systems
Name
LOC #classes #opportunities
ANTLR 2.7.4
47K
285
1
Ant 1.7.0
20K
778
2
Azureus 3.0.3.4 538K
2226
14

Each target system has at least one opportunity for Introduce Polymorphic Creation with Factory Method refactoring.
Especially, Azureus has 14 opportunities.
On the other hand, the refactoring is shown in Figure 2
needs for the introduction of new interface other than that
describe in Kerievsky’s book[5]. That is to say, we conﬁrmed
this refactoring pattern has low ease of refactoring if types
of the created objects do not have any common superclass
or superinterface in target source code.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an approach based on above
points to assess the quality of refactoring patterns introducing DPs. We proposed a plan for assessing the quality of
such refactoring patterns and presented an automated tool
that identiﬁes opportunities for applying the Introduce Polymorphic Creation with Factory Method pattern. Also, we
showed a case study of ANTLR, ANT and Azureus, and then
discussed the quality of the pattern regarding the number
of refactoring opportunities and the ease of refactoring.
We are planning to assess the other refactoring patterns,
such as Replace One/Many Distinctions with Composite and
Encapsulate Composite with Builder. We believe that it is
able to detect several opportunities for applying the refactoring patterns based on code clone detection or design pattern
detection [7, 9].
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